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Since the phenomenon of molecular self-diffusion in liquid concerns many 
research fields, it attracts much interest. Extensive studies have been performed 
on this aspect. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) provides a convenient and 
noninvasive means for accurately measuring translational diffusion coefficients 
of components in liquid. In this paper, computer simulation with the random 
walk model (the Monte Carlo method) was used to study the apparent diffusion 
behavior of homo- and hetero-nuclear two-component spin systems. The results 
of computer simulation agree well with theoretical predictions and experimental 
results, verifying the correctness of the method used and the theory. 
Though the origin and hypothesis of intermolecular multiple-quantum 
coherence (iMQC) theory and dipolar field theory are completely different, both 
of the theories can give satisfactory explanation and prediction on the results of 
CRAZED pulse sequences. In this paper, the random walk model of particles 
combined with iMQC theory or dipolar field theory was used to simulate the 
molecular apparent diffusion behaviors of homo-nuclear two-component spin 
systems. The signal attenuations of different coherence order due to diffusion 
versus time interval or intensity of gradient pulses were obtained. The 
relationships between iMQC apparent diffusion rates of homo-nuclear 
two-component spin systems and molecular self-diffusion coefficient were 
deduced. The results of computer simulation agree well with theoretical 
predictions and experimental results, verifying the coincidence of the iMQC 
theory and the dipolar field theory.  
Computer simulation was also used to study the special properties of 














hetero-nuclear two-component spin systems. The simulation results are in good 
agreement with theoretical predictions，proving the validity of our simulation 
method.  
Computer simulation can be used to validate the correctness of theory and 
predict experimental results without the limitation of experimental conditions. 
Although only free diffusions of homo- and hetero-nuclear two-component spin 
systems were simulated in this paper, the methods proposed herein can be 
extended to simulate complicated restricted diffusions which are hard to attain 
analytical expressions. 
 










































































系数的脉冲序列是 Stejskal和 Tanner于 1965年提出的脉冲梯度场自旋回波























































Echoes, MSE)有关。MSE现象可以采用偶极场(Dipolar Demagnetizing, DF)
理论来解释，包含偶极场 Bd的 Bloch方程具有非线性特性，从而导致在间
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